1. title
   add me up

2. Sim. Ann. → would allow from with one line.

3. with SAT → prov. code.

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. Two men - would all be

   how wisely?

   M/A = 0

   a V b

   2 x w

8. 

9. MDS - approx. human distance between

   two dimensional space
Find a room.

10. Good news - in work all.
    Bad news - high commute.

11. Hybrid gym.

12. So, promise a 10 for English.


14. "Like this form"

15. SA - 2SA1 - can't do it. Can't fix.

RW - 2SA1 w. (f)
16. This is an outline for proof.

17. How do we further verify
infinite if possible?


19. App: Comp

20. Read cont.

21.